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‣ Single pole in the k0 plane

‣Use these results to study four-point Green’s functions

Motivation

‣ Goal: develop a model that is applicable from chiral limit up to mq=mb

‣ Strategy: start by describing bottomonium spectrum, continue to 
charmonium  

‣ Calculate observables ‣ masses, splittings

‣ deal with exotic states [T. Hilger]

‣ excitations of  both radial and angular 
quantum numbers

‣simple setup (rainbow ladder truncation)

‣ So far: bottomonium spectrum agrees very well with experiment  

‣sophisticated Landau gauge effective interaction

‣ Should also include heavy-light systems [M. Gomez-Rocha]



Homogeneous Bethe-salpether EquationWhat is the Bethe-Salpeter Equation (BSE)? Solution Strategies Applications Summary & Outlook

Homogeneous BSE

=

Γ(p;P) =

�

q
Sa(q + ηP) Γ(q;P) Sb(q − (1− η)P) K (q, p;P)

� Γ(p;P) Bethe-Salpeter Amplitude (BSA)
� S(k) dressed quark propagator
� K (q, p;P) quark-antiquark scattering kernel
� P total momentum, P2 = −M2

� p relative momentum
� 0 < η < 1 momentum partitioning
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=

‣ Bound state mass P2 = -M2

‣ dressed quark propagator S(q)  (from the gap equation)

‣ quark-antiquark scattering kernel K(q,p;P)
   (one gluon exchange)

‣ Input:

‣Effective quark-gluon interaction employed in both 
DSE and BS kernel



Rainbow Ladder truncation

‣DSE/BSE build up an infinite system of  coupled integral eqs
   ⇒ truncate the system

‣RL approximation satisfies Ward-Takahashi identity

‣Well suited for heavy quarks (e.g. Coulomb gauge studies)

(from AVWTI it follows that the rainbow truncated kernel of  the quark 
DSE corresponds to the ladder truncated kernel of  the meson BSE) 

‣Successfully employed in earlier investigations of  meson spectra in 
Landau gauge

Blank, Krassnigg PRD84 2011; Krassnigg PRD80 2009



‣ Single pole in the k0 plane

‣Use these results to study four-point Green’s functions

effective interaction

What is the Bethe-Salpeter Equation (BSE)? Solution Strategies Applications Summary & Outlook

Rainbow-Ladder Approximation

( )−1 = ( )−1 +

� For numerical studies: employ truncation

� Consistent scheme:
Axial-Vector Ward-Takahashi Identity is satisfied3

(⇒ e.g., the pion becomes massless in the chiral limit)

� Lowest order in scheme: rainbow truncation for the gap
equation

� Effective quark-gluon interaction4

D(p2) = D
2

(2π)2

ω6 p2e−p2/ω2

+ FUV (p2)

3
[H. J. Munczek 1995, A. Bender et al. 1996]

4
[Maris, Tandy 1999]
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[Maris, Tandy 1999]

of the quark DSE. As given in [51], F !s" # $1%
exp!%s=$4m2

t &"&=s, mt # 0:5 GeV, ! # e2 % 1, Nf # 4,

!
Nf#4
QCD # 0:234 GeV, and "m # 12=!33% 2Nf".
In the context of heavy quarks, it is interesting to inves-

tigate the nonrelativistic limit of the BSE and in that setup,
the Fourier transform of the interaction [71], which could
then be compared to well-known "qq potentials such as e.g.
the Cornell potential [72]. The main caveat here with
regard to the procedure described in [71] is the fact also
mentioned there that the construction neglects the dressing
of the quark propagators resulting from the quark DSE (2).
Thus, since confinement is encoded in this dressing of the
propagators, one cannot expect an obvious correspondence
to confining potentials; considerations involving the dress-
ing of the quark-gluon vertex are needed here [73]. The
Fourier transform constructed from the infrared-relevant
part of the interaction in Eq. (3) goes to zero in the large-
distance limit and has a minimum at intermediate range,
whose position is determined by the value of !.

D and! are in principle free parameters of the model. In
[51], they were fixed together with the current-quark mass
mq in Eq. (2) to the chiral condensate as well as the pion
mass and leptonic decay constant. It emerges from the
results presented there that the computed values for the
chiral condensate,m#, f#,m$, and f$ change very little, if
one varies D and ! such that their product remains con-
stant and ! lies in the range [0.3,0.5] GeV. As a result, one
can interpret a setup with D '! # const as a one-
parameter model, which is essentially determined by the
requirement to correctly implement chiral symmetry and
its dynamical breaking, as well as to obtain the chiral
condensate and f# of the correct magnitude. To illustrate
the difference in the interaction generated by the first term
in Eq. (3), Fig. 1 shows the corresponding curves for three
values of ! (and corresponding D for the above interval
boundaries and its center value). It is clear that the main
difference between the curves lies in the low- and
intermediate-momentum range, which corresponds to the
long-range part of the interaction.

In the present study, the same parameter range is inves-
tigated for mesons with all quantum numbers correspond-
ing to spin 0 and 1. While in [51] the current-quark mass
was slightly readjusted for each value of ! in order to
achieve the exact same results form#, this is not done here,
since it obscures the influence ofD and! on the spectrum,
which is the main point of the investigation. The parame-
ters are fixed here as follows: the above-mentioned range
of ! 2 $0:3; 0:5& GeV is inherited from [51] together with
the value of D '! # 0:372 GeV3 used there. The remain-
ing parameters, four current quark masses for the flavors
u=d, s, c, and b, are then each fixed to the corresponding
experimental vector-meson ground-state mass; the result-
ing values, given at a scale of 1 GeV2, are mu=d #
15 MeV, ms # 102 MeV, mc # 1:24 GeV, and mb #
4:63 GeV. To fix the quark masses to the respective

vector-meson state is motivated by the fact that for heavy
quarkonia, the vector state is the best-known experimen-
tally. For the "ss case, the vector state is again the better
choice due to ideal SU!3"-flavor mixing in the vector case,
since a corresponding pseudoscalar-meson state does not
appear experimentally, and the RL-truncated BSE kernel
does not contain flavor-mixing processes. To make every-
thing consistent, the light-quark mass is then fixed to the $
meson instead of the pion mass.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Eqs. (1) and (2) are solved consistently in RL truncation
using the interaction of Ref. [51]. As laid out in the
introduction, this setup has been applied to numerous
observables for pseudoscalar- and vector-meson ground
states individually in the literature. In the present work,
the new aspect is a consistent treatment of all meson states
with J # 0, 1 and a comprehensive study of the depen-
dence of these states on the parameters D and ! of the
model, more precisely with the restriction mentioned
above, namely D '! # const. As reported earlier in con-
nection with radially excited states of pseudoscalar mesons
in the same setup [46,58], such a study can be used to draw
conclusions about the effective range and pointwise form
of the long-range part of the strong interaction between, in
particular, also light quarks.
This is due to the observation that the ! independence

observed for pseudoscalar- and vector-meson ground-state
properties does not survive for radial excitations: for ex-
ample, meson masses can vary by several hundred MeV
over the range ! 2 $0:3; 0:5& GeV (see [46,57,59,67]).
Basically, it would therefore be possible to use such excited
states to fix all parameters in the interaction completely
and attempt a quantitative study and comparison to other
approaches/experimental data. However, a number of
points advises against this at the present stage. First, cor-
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FIG. 1 (color online). The form of the effective interaction (3)
for the three values of the parameter ! used herein.
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‣ gives the right amount of  χSB

‣ preserves confinement

‣ provides the correct one-loop 
renormalization group behaviour of 
QCD via FUV

‣ intermediate momentum range 
(i.e., parameters ω, D) relevant for 
phenomenology

[Krassnigg PRD 80 2009]



‣ Single pole in the k0 plane

‣Use these results to study four-point Green’s functions

Nummerical solutions: DSE

‣ Coupled nonlinear integral equations for quark propagator 
dressing functions

What is the Bethe-Salpeter Equation (BSE)? Solution Strategies Applications Summary & Outlook

Gap Equation

� 2 coupled nonlinear inhomogeneous integral equations for the
components of the inverse quark propagator, i.e. the dressing
functions A and B

S−1(p) = i γ · p A(p2) + B(p2)

� Solved iteratively on the real p2 axis

� In BSE: Sa(q + ηP), Sb(q − (1− η)P)

� Argumets are complex (on shell amplitude: P2 = −M2)

� Numerical analytical continuation of A(p2) and B(p2) into
the complex plane needed
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‣Solve iteratively on the real p2 axis

‣On-shell condition P2 = -M2 leads to imaginary momentum 
   ⇒ analytical continuation of  A(p2) and B(p2) into complex plane

Quark gap equation

( )−1 = ( )−1 +

What is the Bethe-Salpeter Equation (BSE)? Solution Strategies Applications Summary & Outlook

Quark Gap Equation

� Dressed quark propagator

S−1
(p) = i γ · p A(p2

) + B(p2
)

� Obtained from its Dyson-Schwinger equation:

Quark gap equation

( )−1 = ( )−1 +

S−1
(p) = S−1

0
(p)+

4

3

�
d4q

(2π)4
g2 Dµν(p− q) γν S(q) Γµ(q; p)
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‣ Single pole in the k0 plane

‣Use these results to study four-point Green’s functions

Nummerical solutions: DSEWhat is the Bethe-Salpeter Equation (BSE)? Solution Strategies Applications Summary & Outlook

Gap Equation

� Obtain, e.g., quark mass function: M(p2) = B(p2)/A(p2)
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! limit
u/d quark
s quark
c quark
b quark
M2 = p2

� Dynamical chiral symmetry breaking: M(p2) �= 0 even in the

chiral limit!
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‣ Quark mass function

What is the Bethe-Salpeter Equation (BSE)? Solution Strategies Applications Summary & Outlook

Gap Equation

� Obtain, e.g., quark mass function: M(p2) = B(p2)/A(p2)
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� Dynamical chiral symmetry breaking: M(p2) �= 0 even in the

chiral limit!
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‣Dynamical chiral symmetry breaking

[Blank, PhD Thesis, 2011]



‣ Single pole in the k0 plane

‣Use these results to study four-point Green’s functions

Nummerical solutions: BSE

‣Read off  the optimal set of  
parameters by intersecting the surface 
determined by (ω, D) with the 
experimental value (horizontal plane)

‣Recast BSE into an eigenvalue problem 
and solve it for the largest few eigenvalues

‣Mass determined from the condition      

‣ ω·D not necessarily constant

What is the Bethe-Salpeter Equation (BSE)? Solution Strategies Applications Summary & Outlook

Homogeneous BSE

Illustration: curves for ground and first excited state
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λ(P2 = -M2)=1 

‣Obtain curves for the chosen eigenvalues

What is the Bethe-Salpeter Equation (BSE)? Solution Strategies Applications Summary & Outlook

Homogeneous BSE

� Can (numerically) be written as an eigenvalue equation for a

matrix

λ(P2
)Γ(p;P) = K̃ (p; q;P)Γ(q;P)

(K̃ (p; q;P) contains the dressed quark propagators)

� Strategy: solve for the largest few eigenvalues λi (P2),

i = 0, 1, ... for various P2

� Obtain curves λ(P2) for chosen eigenvalues:

� λ0(P2) = 1 ⇒ P2 = −M2
0

mass of the ground state

� λ1(P2) = 1 ⇒ P2 = −M2
1

mass of the first excited state

� ...
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‣ Single pole in the k0 plane

‣Use these results to study four-point Green’s functions

Bottomonium spectrum
(Preliminary)

‣Ground states and radial 
excitations

‣Good agreement with 
available experimental data

‣Vector channel ground 
state fitted to experiment

‣Unclear whether all 
excitations appearing as 
solutions of  BSE are physical 
⇒ spurious states?



‣ Single pole in the k0 plane

‣Use these results to study four-point Green’s functions

Summary

‣ Comprehensive RL truncated model based on DSE/BSE  

‣ Thorough analysis of  the effective interaction

‣ Bottomonium spectrum agrees remarkably well with experiment

‣ Charmonium in preparation

‣ Gap equation: solve iteratively on the real axis and perform analytical 
continuation in the complex plane

‣ BSE: Solve eigenvalue problem and obtain meson masses from the 
eigenvalues



‣ Single pole in the k0 plane

‣Use these results to study four-point Green’s functions

Outlook

‣ Meson states with exotic quantum numbers

‣ Hadronic, leptonic, electromagnetic transitions (from the 
BS amplitudes, i.e. eigenvectors of  BSA)

‣ Finite temperature and chemical potential

‣ Baryons

‣ Other directions:


